
Styling Tips 
To Work 

WITH 
Compression Garments



What a stylist would look at…

Personality

Shape

Colouring

Getting dressed…

Working with compression garments

Necklines

Adding Colour

Patterns and Texture



Questions 
in the break-out room 

please.



1. Personality
The personality element is the most important, it is all about being our true selves. Our uniqueness is to be enjoyed and 
displayed. We need to express who we are through everything we wear. It will tell us whether we want to stick to or break any “rules”.

2.   Defining Features and Face Shape
When we relate the shapes of the details in our clothing and accessories to our facial features, we create a harmony and resonance that is 
particularly pleasing.

3.   Body Shapes
Knowing your body shape will tell you where to put the detail and interest in your clothing. Where you want to look for horizontal lines 
to balance, or add verticals to elongate.

4.   Body Proportions
Proportions tell you where to end hems, lengths of skirts, jackets, tops, sleeves and jewellery . They also tell you more about where to add detail and where to keep clean and have 
minimal attention drawn to areas of your body.

5.   Scale
Scale tells you how large or small your accessories and clothing elements need to be to create a harmony and balance.

6.   Texture
The textures you choose will be influenced by your personality and your body shape, but also by your appearance.

7.   Sheen
Another fabric element that reflects your personality as well as your natural appearance.

8.   Somatype
Relates to how your flesh is arranged over your bones. Are you hard and muscly, bony or soft and cushioned? Your Somatype will tell you which will be the most flattering and comfortable fabrics, both 
weight and drape to choose.

9.   Colour
An integral part of choosing a flattering garment for you. Colours either harmonize with your natural colouring, or they create a 
dissonance, which can be unpleasant, or even make you appear sickly.



Personality

Classic 
Relaxed 

Dramatic
Creative 

Rebellious 
Feminine/Masculine 

Elegant Chic











Body Shapes





Colours

On the day!



Look at the underside of your arm in natural daylight

• Pink or rosy tone and blue veins = cool skin tone 

• (may wear more silver jewellery than gold)

• Golden or apricot undertone and green tinted veins = warm skin tone

• (may wear more gold jewellery than silver)



Warm Cool



SPRING
Spring/Warm Light

Low level of contrast between hair/skin and eye 
colours.

• Clear, warm and golden undertone in overall 
colouring

• Skin appears pink/peach
• Earthy and summer tone in eyes, ranging from blue 

to hazel and sparkly light brown
• Hair is between a dark to medium brown to coppery 

red, strawberry, deep golden to light blonde hair.



AUTUMN
Autumn/Warm 

A lot of depth to colouring with golden undertones

• Warm undertone in overall colouring
• Deep earth tone quality
• Hair light muted but rich colouring which appears 

mousy.



SUMMER
Summer/Cool Light

Low level of contrast between hair/skin and eye 
colours.

• Cool or ashy undertone in overall colouring
• Eyes have a soft, cool tone – greyish blue, green or 

hazel
• Hair light or ash blonde to deep ash brown



SUMMER
Winter/Cool
Big contrast between hair/skin and eye colours. Overall 
deep look with dark eyes

• A lot of depth in overall colouring with blue/pink 
undertones 

• Eyes intense blues or greens, charcoal grey or brown
• Hair is very dark black, ashy brown or brown





A harmonious ensemble, despite being made up of 
quite bold pieces (an electric orange coat, white 
trousers, multi-coloured accessories). 

The magic happens thanks to the fact that the 
clutch bag brings together colours from the rest of 
the outfit. 

Plus the natural but carefully chosen make-up that 
this woman is wearing. 

And the fact that the shoes are plain black, echoing 
the colour of the sweater and meaning that the 
outfit doesn’t look “too much”. 

The brown bag provides an alternative to black and 
white, goes well with the orange coat, and 
matches the colour of the woman’s hair.



Compression Garments





Basics
Trousers
Top
Cardigan
Jacket
Skirt
Dress
Shorts/cropped 
pants
Shoes













Thank You’s and recommendations



Questions 
in the break-out room 

please.
Lynne is an ICU nurse who has looked after ICU 

burns patients in the UK, Saudi Arabia and 

Australia.

She has worked at RBWH since 1990. When 

clinical, her ‘speciality’ was for the burns patients 

in Intensive Care. 

After managing ICU and Outpatients Lynne now 

sits in a Quality role, still at RBWH.

The styling started as a hobby once Lynne came 

out of uniform

Lynne volunteers for Suited to Success and 

Womens Legal Services QLD.


